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Step Out at SWFC 
The Wednesday Walk on Thursdays 

32 – Storrs and Hill Top – 3.1 miles 
 

It’s my birthday, so I’ll buy you all an ice-cream (if the shop’s open!)  Start at Rowel Bridge again (out on Loxley Road, 

past the garden centre then turn left and down the hill), we walk up where we walked down last week, then carry on 

up to the top of the hill (for the ice-cream) and back the long way round.   

Clockwise  

 

From the car park, cross the bridge and take the footpath on the right, then bear left beside Stoneface (watch for the 

statues).  Follow up the hill, out of the woods and bend right then left across to Storrs Hall.  Go through the garden 

then turn right behind the houses.  Follow the path, bearing left, out to Storrs Green and turn left.  Pass the cottages, 

then take the footpath on the right. 

Follow the track to Holes then straight on along the footpath to Nether Cliffe and along the track to Our Cow Molly’s. 

After the ice-cream, cross the road and go along Hill Top Road. Bear right at the footpath sign, then right before Hill 

Top Farm and cross over the fields to Cliffe Hill.  Turn left, then take the footpath on the right, doubling back down 

Pudding Poke and bending left before coming out on Storrs Carr.  Turn right and follow to Storrs Grange, then turn left 

down Storrs Green and follow the track and the footpath down to the river.  Cross the bridge and turn right on the 

riverside path back to Rowel Bridge. 

Risks 

A bit of road walking on minor roads, so watch out for traffic and keep right. 
A few stiles (with steps) 
Footpaths (mud, slipping, tree roots, steps, etc). 
Some walking across grass (which may be slippery if wet) 
Look out for sheep lying on their backs! 



 

 
 

 

 


